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Letter 211
Jesus, King Of Gamers
(Game On!)
2013-09-30
Dear Dan,
In late 1979 and early 1980 I was living in a house on a street less than one block from a 24
Hour Mini-Mart. This was back in the early days of video game arcades. And when it
became apparent just how many quarters people my age and younger were dropping into
these video games, they began to appear anywhere people spent money.
So it was that there was just enough room for one or two video game consoles in one corner
of the Mini-Mart down the street that I frequented.
This was also in the early days of my dating (CS1), and I would often have many sleepless
nights at that time. So, on those nights when I had a hard time getting to sleep, I would put
my clothes back on and walk to the Mini-Mart so I could drop quarters and play the games
that, by today’s standards, would seem very crude. But they were the foundation of what
the games are that we have today. And the very Rirst video game like this I was introduced
to was “SPACE INVADERS.”
These early games had just enough RAM to store simple input that would stay resident as
long as the power cord remained plugged in, so the programmers came up with the idea of
making a place for gamers to leave a three-character entry, usually alpha-numeric in nature,
and could be associated with the most recent high scores.
Most gamers would compete for the high score and then enter their initials. I really didn’t
care that much, so I would just type “aaa” or something like that. One day I saw something
that gave me an idea. Some of the good gamers would take command of the high score and
write simple three-letter word messages like “HEY YOU” or even a three-word phrase if
they were real good.
Because I had many sleepless nights, I became rather accomplished on this one machine.
And then I fInally mastered it enough to take command of the three highest scores. So I
wrote what then became the only message I would leave on video games, on the Rirst three
lines. Here it is;

"

1.GOD
2.LUV
3.YOU

After that, I started to scope out as many video games at as many different places as I could
that I thought I could master easily, and leave the same message.
This was so that whenever possible, the Gospel of Jesus of Nazareth would be proclaimed to
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any that would play the next game.
As technology improved and I got older, this style of gaming for me came to an end. But I am
grateful to the Lord for allowing me to share His message in this way.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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